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PROTECT YOUR HOME
Keep your home secure with Crimsafe. 
The Crimsafe Classic Door features a 
newly-engineered frame and screw 
clamp technology, purposely built to 
withstand impact five times stronger 
than the Australian Standard. The 
classic door fits effortlessly into your 
home and lifestyle while enhancing 
the security and street appeal of your 
home. 
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Technical Info

Benefits

Mesh
Crimsafe Classic feature Crimsafe Tensile-
Tuff® Security Mesh, which is made of 0.9mm 
304 Grade Stainless Steel, making the door 
five times stronger than Australian Standard. 

Style
Crimsafe Classic has a variety of options to 
suite your doorway including a fixed solution, 
hinged or even sliding. 

Strength
Reinforced with the proven strength of 
carbon fibre, the exclusive CF6 Screw-
Clamp™ bites down on the stainless steel 
mesh on impact with a vice-like grip.  This 
is why Crimsafe Classic can withstand an 
impact that is five times stronger than the 
level required by the Australian Standard. 

Triple Lock
All Crimsafe Doors are fitted with a triple locking 
system. 

Mid-rail 
For extra security, mid-rails can come standard 
with your Crimsafe Classic Doors. Mid-rails help 
strengthen the resistance of your door’s lock 
against a jemmy attack and protect the hinges 
by reducing an intruder’s ability to lever it from the 
wall. Mid-rails also form a visual safety barrier.

Colour
There is an extensive range of frame colours and 
finishes available to customise your Crimsafe 
Classic Door, giving you the flexibility to match or 
contrast your existing style. 

Cross section of mesh and frame featuring the New 

Carbon Fibre Screw-clamp ‘clip’ system.

Superior strength against impact
Five times stronger than Australian Impact Standards. 

Energy Efficient 
Crimsafe reduces solar heat gain by up to 53%. 
The Tensile-Tuff® security mesh also blocks 62% of 
harmful UV rays.

Streamlined
Crimsafe Classic offer a sleek design and  
contemporary style, with no visible screws, fits 
seamlessly into any home or lifestyle.

Airflow
Crimsafe Classic provides excellent security, keeps 
the bugs out and allows air to freely flow into your 
home. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Crimsafe Classic comes with a 10 Year Standard 
Warranty, and an extended 12 Year Limited Warranty.


